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Correction to: Landsc Ecol (2023) 38:2779–2793 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10980‑023‑01661‑7

In the original version of this article, the given and fam-
ily names of corresponding author Daniela Festi and co-
author Nicola Alessi were incorrectly structured.
Incorrect family name and given name of  correspond-
ing author
Daniela = family name; Festi = given name

Correct family name and given name of  corresponding 
author
Festi = family name; Daniela = given name

Incorrect family name and given name of second 
author
Nicola = family name; Alessi = given name
Correct family name and given name of second author
Alessi = family name; Nicola = given name
The original version has been corrected.
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